FEELINGS CAN BE DECEIVING

The word “feel” or “feelings” is found several times in the Scriptures. It is also used in a number of senses, but in the broad sense there are two categories: That which is physical, and that which has to do with the mind. In the physical sense we feel cold or heat, soft or hard, smooth or rough, wet or dry, etc. That which has to do with the mind involves thinking or perceiving. It is in this sense that we are using “feelings” in this discussion.

In this sense it used to mean to think or perceive something. One may feel something is true based on a dislike for a person or the opposite of something else. One may feel something is true based on a desire or a wish. In the sense of thinking or believing something, one may be “past feeling,” as Paul mentions in Ephesians 4:19. That is, a person may become insensitive to right and wrong. This would be true of the person who engages in things wrong without any feeling of guilt. Paul speaks of those, “speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot iron” (I Tim. 4:2). There are a great many people today who seem to be in that category.

FEELINGS CAN BE DECEIVING

Naaman, “captain of the host of the king of Syria,” was angry when Elisha didn’t come out and strike his hand over the leper and cure it. He said, “Behold, I thought…” (2Ki 5:11). In other words, Naaman “felt” that was the way it would be done.

He couldn’t have been more wrong, yet his “feelings” that he was right were intense. It is not uncommon for people to feel a sense of anger when what they “feel like” proves to be wrong.

There is no better example of feelings being deceiving than that of Paul. He said, “I verily thought with myself, that I ought to do many things contrary to the name of Jesus of Nazareth. Which thing I also did in Jerusalem…” (Acts 26:9-11). We know the rest of the story:
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We shall note more about feelings in religion later, but for now let me relate an example of a person being misled by "feelings" in a secular sense.

When I was growing up in southern middle Tennessee, a man from a mental institution in Oklahoma was released and returned to our neighborhood. At some point this man had become interested in prospecting for gold. He would go about collecting rocks which had a yellow color. He had his pockets full and also paper bags full. I, and my friends, were having fun with him by asking how much gold some of the rocks contained. He would tell us that if the rocks were crushed and assayed they would have a certain amount of gold. They were worthless.

The mother of my close friend was at home by herself when this man came by her house. He saw some yellowish rocks in a ditch near her house. He told the lady, "Lady, you just don't know how rich you are! Those rocks are just full of gold!" This lady, not knowing the man, "had a feeling" that she was indeed very rich. She said she could just feel the rich streaks up and down her back. The rocks were indeed worthless, but she "felt like" she was rich.

When FEELINGS ARE JUSTIFIED

In no cases are feelings deceiving. People may feel right because they have a valid reason for doing so. When we abide in the doctrine of Christ (2 Jno. 9) we have a reason to feel that we are right. We can know that we have the approval of the Father and the Son. Therefore, we abide in the doctrine of Christ (2 Jno. 9) we have a reason to feel that we are right. We can know that we have the approval of the Father and the Son.

Simon got the point of the parable. Two guys were in debt to the same creditor. One owed 500 shillings, and the other 50. A shilling was a workman's average daily wage. Neither could pay the debt and the creditor forgave them both. Jesus asked Simon, "Which of them will love him most?" Simon replied, "I suppose, to whom he forgave the most." The clincher is both men "had a feeling" that they were right.

Does a Figure Figure?

It would be an overstatement to say that no figure figures in my devotion to God. The Spirit commands, "honor Jehovah" (Pro 3:9). Honor is from [Hebrew] kald. It's the same word used in, "honor thy father and thy mother" (Ex 20:12). There is undoubtedly a subjective aspect of this; that is, our sense of the honorableness of another person is a "felt" thing. Felt things, however, are challenging. People frequently only "feel" things, never linking those feelings measurable actions. There is a particular disconnect between how many christians "feel" about God, and measuring that feeling in any objective way, particularly in a monetary way.

Does a figure figure in our devotion to God? Yes. Inspiration continues: "Honor Jehovah with thy substance, and with the first-fruits of all thine increase."

Consider the word, "substance." It is from honor which has the basic meaning of: enough, or sufficient. It is the idea of that which is enough or sufficient to sustain us. We each have our "enough"; not perhaps enough to please us, but enough to enable us to live pretty comfortable lives. Our "substance," then, figures in how we "honor" God.

The passage goes on to say, "honor Jehovah...with the first-fruits of all thine increase. First-fruits is from restit which means "first, beginning or best." The primary meaning of this word is "head" or "top." In other words: taking the cream off the top, cream of the crop, and so on. If the words "substance" and "first-fruits" have any meaning at all, we must then conclude that a figure indeed figures in the matter of our honoring God. An integral part of being a christian is "giving," particularly as it relates to being a member of a local church. This giving 1) is connected to people giving them "selves to the Lord" (2Co 8:5); 2) it is a joint "collection" (1Co 16:1); 3) it is to occur on every "first day of the week;", and, 4) is proportionate to how much "prosper." Shall we wait until we have spent our substance on other staff, and then "honor" God with what’s left? Or, shall we bring a "first-fruits" of our substance? Shall we bring up the top, or off the bottom? Surely a figure does figure in this matter.
Got Corbans in the Closet?

A “corban” (Mt 7:11) was a way to bypass a duty bound by the Law of Moses. We plenty of corbans by which many excuse duties bound by the Law of Christ. We need a good corban cleaning.

Those who declared the disciples of Jesus eating without first washing, which was not a Divine commandment, were themselves guilty of “laying aside the commandment of God” (vv 5-8). Jesus quoting Isaiah called them “hypocrites” whose religion was in “their lips” not in “their heart” (v 6). They had more concern for their handwashing “tradition of men” than they did for actual commandments of God. It is interesting to note how they got out of a commandment.

Jesus chose as an example of their getyermanser of the Law their tinkering with the fifth commandment: “hymorrh thy father and thy mother” (v 10, cf. Ex 20:12). Honoring your parents is a duty that lives as long as your parents do, it even involves providing and caring for them in later years. By declaring one’s goods and property “corban,” that is a gift or offering vowed and given to God, one could declare himself to “be free” of such filial duty by saying to his “father or mother, It is Corban, that is to say, a gift, by whatsoever thou mightest be profited by me” (v 11). By this corban, Jesus charged, “ye suffer him no more to do ought for his father or his mother” (v 12). God forbid that we should ever try to corban away our obligation of respect, honor and duty toward our parents.

The New Testament forbids “filthy communication of your mouth” (Col 3:8). Some corbanize that one by calling their foul language and offender comments: jokes, humor. The NT teaches us to “assemble” (Heb 10:25; I Cor 11:20, 33, 34, 14-23). Some corbanize that one in a variety of ways: tired, company came, change for overtime, baggage. The NT says we are to weekly lay in by store as God has “prospered” (I Cor 16:2). Some corbanize that one by saying: the NT doesn’t say I have to give a tenth, so I will give way less. The NT teaches the obligation of parents to rear the children they bring into the world, and the respective roles of husbands and wives (cf. Tit 2:4-5; I Tim 5:8). Some corbanize that one saying, “It takes two incomes to get by these days.” I dare say that when it comes to corbanizing, some Christians could give the Pharisees and scribes a run for their money. —AA

Attire of an Harlot

The Spirit describes an all-too-typical scene in Proverbs chapter seven. It is a scene so common that most anybody can see it happening anytime merely by going to the “window” and looking “through [the] case [of] curtains” (v 6). There he is: one of the “simple ones,” “among the youths,” “a young man void of understanding” (v 7). Being a member of the male of the species, it grieves me to admit that sometimes we, young and old, are not bright about some things.

This naïve young man is seen “passing the street near her corner,” and going “the way to her house” (v 7). Keep reading to the end of the chapter and you will find out this young man is accidentally on purpose arranged to be where a woman, a temptress, lives. You can guess the rest of the story.

Hanging out in this place, “there met him a woman with the attire of an harlot, and subtil of heart” (v 10). A “harlot” is a prostitute, a “whorish woman” (6:26). What about this harlot’s “attire”? Something about the way she was dressed made it clear to the young man that he had found who was apparently looking for. Is it true that the way a woman dresses implies things about her?

How would a “whorish woman” dress? Would she carefully cover her breasts, her belly and her thighs? Would she avoid wearing tiny and tight pieces of material (otherwise called swimsuits) designed to just barely cover her private parts? Well, I think we all know the answer to that.

But wait a minute. If a “whorish woman” would not carefully cover her breasts, belly, and thighs; if she would delight in wearing swimsuits designed to show herself, then are we supposed to conclude that women who do wear things to show their breasts, bellies, thighs; who do wear swimsuits are “whorish”?

But wait another minute. If “whorish” women would dress that way, are we supposed to conclude that women, say, in Wal-Mart who wear “attire” which shows their breasts, bellies, thighs and most everything else are “whorish”? What about women who go to restaurants, funerals; who even come to church dressed in “whorish”?” If you meet a woman “with the attire of an harlot,” what are you supposed to conclude? —AA

felt that he was right because he rejoiced. He had a valid reason to “feel right” Jesus has been preached unto him and he had been baptized as Christ commands in order to be saved ( Mk. 16:16). If he had felt like rejoicing without having obeyed the teaching of Christ, he would have been rejoicing in deceit. Many do that very thing, believing they are right when they have not obeyed the teachings of Christ.

The great apostle Paul felt he would be rewarded by Christ. He expressed that when he said, “I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded that he is able to keep that which I have committed unto him against that day” (1 Tim. 1:12). Paul gives a reason why he had that feeling, as he stated in the second letter to Timothy. I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith (4:8).

When people live as did Paul, they have reason to feel that there is a “crown of righteousness” awaiting them. So it is, that when we live in harmony with God’s will, we have a valid reason to “feel right” with God. This principle is emphasized throughout God’s word.

A MISTAKENNESS OF FEELINGS

As we have noted above, there are two categories of “feelings” that we are dealing with, feelings which are physical and feelings having to do with the mind. That is, what we think or believe about something. This misunderstanding of feelings in Religion, since there are multitudes of millions who feel right but are wrong in God’s sight. Feelings are often greatly emphasized in religious activities. People feel like shouting and testifying as to what they feel the Lord has done for them. In my earlier years of growing up I witnessed many examples of the display of feelings in the “Big Meetings” which usually occurred in the summer, after “crops were laid by.” In testimonies it was rather common to use the term of “feeling light” to describe their feelings, as if they were ready to go on up to heaven.

I must relate this one example, which occurred when I was not yet a teenager. A preacher had come into the community and was quite effective in getting people stirred up religiously speaking. More than one bootlegger “got religion,” and some who had previously had little interest in religion.

One night at the meeting, a person who had not been religious at all before this meeting was testifying. He said words to this effect, “I just feel so light tonight! I feel just like going on up!” Following this man’s “testimony,” an unlearned man who often attended meetings, though he could neither read nor write, got up to testify. The night before the preacher had encouraged everyone to “fast” the following day. Well, the unlearned man, Willis, was in the habit of going to the place where the preacher was eating, though uninvited. Everyone “understood.” He did this because whoever kept the preacher for a meal usually had a better-than-regular meal.

The meaning of “fasting” did not register —→

ERREURIOUS FEELINGS IN RELIGION

We have noted the deceiving nature of “feelings” in the secular realm. But, in some instances one may have a reason to feel right in the secular realm. But our concern in this discussion is primarily dealing with feelings in the area of religious or spiritual things. This is of much more importance since it deals with the souls of men, and the future state of existence. In some situations in the area of spiritual things, but we want to zero in on Erroneous Feelings in Religion, since there are multitudes of millions who feel right but are wrong in God’s sight.

Feelings are often greatly emphasized in religious activities. People feel like shouting and testifying as to what they feel the Lord has done for them. In my earlier years of growing up I witnessed many examples of the display of feelings in the “Big Meetings” which usually occurred in the summer, after “crops were laid by.” In testimonies it was rather common to use the term of “feeling light” to describe their feelings, as if they were ready to go on up to heaven.

I must relate this one example, which occurred when I was not yet a teenager. A preacher had come into the community and was quite effective in getting people stirred up religiously speaking. More than one bootlegger “got religion,” and some who had previously had little interest in religion.

One night at the meeting, a person who had not been religious at all before this meeting was testifying. He said words to this effect, “I just feel so light tonight! I feel just like going on up!” Following this man’s “testimony,” an unlearned man who often attended meetings, though he could neither read nor write, got up to testify. The night before the preacher had encouraged everyone to “fast” the following day. Well, the unlearned man, Willis, was in the habit of going to the place where the preacher was eating, though uninvited. Everyone “understood.” He did this because whoever kept the preacher for a meal usually had a better-than-regular meal.

The meaning of “fasting” did not register —→
thing well thought out and, if we allow it. —Continued on P 16

“Many factors are involved but we will mention only a few. There are reasons why people so persistently and sincerely proceed on the basis of feelings in their religious lives. These reasons are typically based on the following items, or combinations of several.

Ignorance of the Truth. Since God’s truth is the only basis of true faith in God — Paul says faith comes by the hearing of God’s Word (Rom. 10:17) — when one is ignorant of that truth, there is no way of knowing God’s will for man. In spite of the fact that a great portion of Americans claim to believe the Bible, most know only very little of it. Some religious groups go so far today as to uphold homosexuality, when this is so clearly and forcefully condemned in God’s word a number of times. Other sins are also in some instances upheld in the name of religion. But if an honest person knew the Truth, that one could not engage in or uphold that which God so clearly condemns.

Lack of Respect for the Truth. There are those who know the truth, or at least some of it, and they lack respect for it. People will sometimes say with regard to what the Bible teaches, “I know it says that, but I just don’t believe it.” Their thoughts or feelings take precedence over what Truth says. I have often wondered why those who have little or no respect for God’s word even pretend to be religious. I have never seem so much lack of respect for God’s word, even among religious people, as I’m seeing in so many instances today.

Lack of Love for the Truth. It is a matter of fact that some people don’t love the truth. This includes some who are within the church. People will some times feel bitter against those who speak the truth. Paul reminds us of this when he asks the Galatian brethren, “Am I therefore become your enemy by telling you the truth?” (Gal. 4:16). I have, on more than one occasion, had people to feel bitter toward me because of what I said from God’s word. Instead of venting their fury against the Author of the word, they vented it against me as the speaker of the word. Ask any gospel preacher who declares the whole counsel of God, if they have not had the same experience.

The world in general does not love the truth. They love darkness rather than light. Christ said, “...men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil” (John 3:19). This can happen to those who are Christians when they love evil deeds and don’t want those deeds condemned by God’s word. Speaking by inspiration says, “What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin that grace may abound? God forbid.” (Rom. 6:1-2).

A message for Walling, Christian Universities, and all who are “not of us” (I John 2:19) is simple: “Let God be true, but every man a liar” (Rom. 3:4). Neither are faithful members of the Lord’s church in error because “if we say we have fellowship with him and walk in darkness, we lie, and do not the truth” (I John 1:6).

Editor’s Note: The above is just another one of the many examples which show conclusively that many of our brethren no longer believe in the distinctiveness of the Blood-purchase church. If it were only the leaders in this apostasy that were selling their souls it would be most tragic. But brethren, that is only part of the sad story. Think of the multitudes who are now following such apostates. They are forfeiting their souls as well.

It is no less than an abomination for Walling to claim that “God helped him to grow to understand that grace, not perfect doctrine, saves Christians.” God’s grace gave us the gospel of Christ, by which we can be saved. Does the Gospel of Christ involve “doctrine?” Of course it does! It is wickedness at its height to claim that God leads people to believe and practice things which are clearly contradictory to His will, and many, including Walling, do very that thing. Some us know by what we have read what happened within the Lord’s church more than a century ago. The greater portion of the members left the Old Paths and went into apostasy. It is my firm conviction, based on what I have seen happen within the last 50 years that what we are facing now is far more tragic what happened then. The signs I see are all around me and all across the country.

In view of all that is said in the New Testament about departures from the faith, this should come as no surprise to us, though tragic as it is. But no power can overcome us unless we allow it to do so. Our faith can bring us through to victory, if we allow it.

A Gift Enjoyed by Too Few

The Spirit says that “every good and perfect gift is from above and cometh down from the Father of lights” (Jam 1:17). He also says, “the preparations of the heart in man, and the answer of the tongue, is from the Lord” (Pr 16:1). The heart and the tongue, for good or ill, work in tandem. When people mess up with their tongues, it is sometimes because they, in their hearts, did not first think things through; sometimes it is because they did not express their thoughts well. When the heart conceives, plans, arranges a good thought, plan or idea, and then the tongue expresses it; now that is a gift from the Lord. It is sadly a gift rarely known and enjoyed by too few.

Preparations (plans, ASV) is from a word, maarak, which has the basic idea of “arranging” or “ordering” something. Abraham set in order the firewood for the offering of Isaac (Gen 22:9). Shewbread was arranged in rows on a special table in the tabernacle (Lev 24:8). Soldiers and weapons were arranged for battle (Gen 14:8; Jer 46:3). We should view thinking and talking the same way all generals viewed going to battle; we should view them as life and death matters. The “preparations of the heart” is a way of describing the process by which we should think about and carefully arrange our thoughts, ideas, and plans. We would all be so much better off if we arranged and tidied up our minds before we speak. That would prevent our saying things that are not true, things that are unreasonable, and things which have no profit to them.

Thinking the right thing, however, is only part of the process. In addition to God’s having given us hearts and minds with which to think, plan and prepare, He has given us tongues by which to express what we think, plan, and prepare. Something well thought out and
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The “We Are All In Error” Aply Describes Walling’s Followers

Marvin L. Weiz

One can depend on The Christian Chronicle (a misnomer if there ever was one) to carry as a “top story” every nauseating attack by modernists and liberals upon the Lord’s church. A June 29, 2006 article by Bobby Ross Jr. favorably reports on the “dramatic exchange of Bibles” between churches of Christ and instrumental Christian Churches at the North American Christian Convention (the annual meeting of instrumental Christian churches). One can also depend upon Jeff Walling (an influential full-blown apostate) and our so-called Christian Universities to endorse willful error and then have the audacity to proclaim that God will forgive presumptuous violations of His commandment.

Walling pleads with about 7,000 people to go home and follow his example. He does not tell the audience that his example is in direct opposition to the example of Christ. One cannot be a follower of Walling and a follower of Christ as Walling travels the wide road that fellowships and praises those who spurn God’s word while Christ only traveled the narrow road that teaches that “he that is not born again cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven.” (John 3:3)

A cappella churches. Second, I pray that the Christian Church. First, let it be known that instrumental music is only one of numerous errors that exist in the independent Christian churches. Second, I pray that the Word God once again instead of the word of man will “shape the teaching would “feel” like he is saved in a personal and direct way. Some of the Baptist Churches, and perhaps other churches, require a person to have had “an experience” before accepting them. We can understand that a person who believes something like that, which the Bible does not teach, would feel like they were saved.

True Teaching. A great many of the churches of today teach that one is saved by “faith only,” that is, all that is necessary is “just believe.” Never mind the fact that the inspired James said, “Ye see then how that by works a man is justified, and not by faith only” (Jas. 2:24). Having been taught that “faith only” is all that is necessary to please God, it is easy to understand how that one who has accepted that erroneous teaching would “feel” like he is saved.

Time and time again we have heard radio and TV preachers, and as those in religious services, telling people that they can be saved by just asking Jesus to save them. “Just ask Jesus to save you right where you are, and He will save you,” is heard, as some people, who do not search the scriptures to see if this is so (Acts 17:11), will trust your souls on something which is nowhere taught in God’s word. To “feel” they are saved, and will not know the truth of the matter until the Day of Judgment, when it will be far too late.

How often will one hear from religious teachers what is necessary to be saved from sins, as set forth in the Bible? One will not hear from any man-made religion how to be saved, according to God’s word. It is easy to learn from the New Testament conversions how people were saved from their sins. The process of conversion involves: 1) Faith in God (Heb. 11:6) 2) Repentance of sins (Acts 11:30; Lk. 13:3) 3) Confession of faith in Christ (Rom. 10:10), and 4) Baptism into Christ for the remission of sins (Acts 2:38).

One will hear religious preachers and teachers mention faith in God, repentance, and confession of faith in Christ, but the mention of “baptism” will almost never be heard. Yet, baptism is the last step in conversion, and is found that way in every conversion recorded in the Book of Acts. It is no wonder that people “feel” like they are saved, even though they are not even in “Christ,” only when some unusual bond is found. Consequently, multitudes “feel” they are saved, though they are in a lost condition.

Drama and Feelings. The big rage with many religious people today is to be entertained in what may be called a religious service. Entertainment has to do with one’s feelings, and people like that feeling. Religious teaching is even cast in terms of people feeling good about themselves. It seems to me that there is a link between satisfying one’s feelings with entertainment, feeling good about one’s spiritual condition, and “feeling” one is saved.

Other things which are factors in causing people to “feel” like they are saved, when they aren’t, could be mentioned, but we want to move on to another aspect of relying upon feelings, rather than relying upon what God says to us through His word. I’ve noticed over the past fifty years that the Bible is not being emphasized in religion as it used to be. When this occurs, all manner of things which are not in harmony with God’s will is the result.

RELYING ON FEELINGS WITHIN THE LORD’S CHURCH

We criticize religious people for relying upon their “feelings” rather than what God’s word teaches, and this is justified since it is a fact. Yet, when we do the same thing on important matters we are being inconsistent. If we are going to criticize the errors of other religious people, which the New Testament teaches us to do in contending for the faith, let us by all means not be guilty of the same error for which we...
criticize them. Christians who would walk upright must be consistent. Brother Emerson J. Estes, on his popu- lar radio program many years ago, would often ask: “Consistency, where are thou?” There is much more inconsistency among us now than there used to be years ago.

For our consideration, let us examine a few in- stances of inconsistency amongst us, with regard to relying upon our “feelings” rather than what the Word teaches. We begin by considering:

Lack of Bible Study. Those of us who teach a Bible class, which involves more than the most elementary things, can readily see that many of those we are teach- ing have studied very little, if any at all. Some protest Bible study which includes “meat.” The desire is of- ten for “milk.” Some even complain if words above a fourth grade level are used. The Bereans were said to be “more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so” (Acts 17:11). Some remain spiritual dwarfs because they don’t “desire the sincere milk of the word that they may grow thereby” (1 Pet. 2:2).

Where do feelings come in relative to Bible study? People must “feel” that they are alright, or they would study more. Those who feel that way are asking for trouble. They are not prepared for meeting and over- coming the foes one meets in living a Christian life. A sure way to destruction is to feel that it is not needful to study God’s Word.

Absence from Assemblies. A failure to participate in church services has been a problem, to some de- gree, in every congregation with which I have worked over the years. Reference is made by just about every preacher and Bible class teacher that I’ve heard, to Hebrews 10:25. “Not forsaking the assembling of our- selves together, as the manner of some is; but exhort- ing one another: and so much the more, as ye see the day approaching.” Not only are we commanded to assemble, the very fact that God intended for us to grow spiritually, suggests the necessity of service participation. How many faithful and well grounded Christians have you known who were not faithful in attending services. Where do feelings come in? It could hardly be more evident that that many of our brethren feel alright, even though they may be very haphazard in participat- ing in church services. Those who prefer to stay at home and watch a ball game must feel they are alright. Yet, they may know that Christ said, “But seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness…” (Matt. 6:33). What about those who do not visit Uncle George or Aunt Sally? Do they not feel alright? They must not be troubled, or they would not enjoy the visit, or more importantly, they would not have gone visiting in the first place and forsake the assembly. Do you think those who know we are members of the church, and claim to be living a faithful life, think we are inconsis- tent when we put the Lord second place, or even worse?

Fellowshipping Error. We know that God has a law with regard to fellowship. Paul speaks of that law when he said, “Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned, and avoid them” (Rom. 16:17). Paul wrote the Ephesians, saying “And have no fellowship with unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them” (Eph. 5:11). Other passages re- late to God’s law on fellowship, but if the above doesn’t suffice, neither would others. There are different areas in which fellowship is affected by feeling. Take for example, the preacher who participated in a Catholic Revival. He “felt” that some might be con- verted by his doing so. But there is the serious ques- tion. Can we override and ignore God’s clear law on fellowship because of our “feelings”? This is a com- mon thing among religious folk. They do all sorts of things because they feel like it will work or that it is alright. But we are seeing much more of this thing within the church.

It is no longer a surprise to hear of brethren fellowshipping man-made churches. We could give many examples. Those who do this must feel that it is alright, notwithstanding the fact to do so is to deny the distinctiveness of the “one body” purchased by the blood of Christ.

Another way that God’s law on fellowship is ig- nored is that of advertising preachers and congrega- tions which are known to be in error. Brethren must feel that this is alright, for if they claim to be a Chris- tian, they wouldn’t do such without authority from the Lord. John tells us that if we bid God speed...

Seeing the title above suggests a class of people who are of the “elite” and most educated people of the time. You would even think of them as the most dedicated to the cause which they repre- sented. They are the very ones who should know and understand what the Old Testament scrip- tures taught regarding the coming of Christ and his mission. But, there is another side to this sad equation.

Who was responsible for the biggest part of the trouble which Jesus had in teaching while he was on earth? Who was it that tried every trick in the book to entrap our Lord, proving that he was teaching a doctrine which was contrary to the Law of Moses? Who was it that plotted and even paid the 30 pieces of silver to identify Christ so that they could put him on trial and kill him? Who were the “bad guys” who prompted Luke to write, “Now the feast of unleavened bread drew nigh, which is called the Passover. And the chief priests and scribes sought how they might kill him, for they feared the people”? (Lk. 22:1- 2). Or, for Matthew to write, “From that time forth began Jesus to shew unto his disciples, how that he must go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many things of the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be killed, and be raised again the third day” (Matt 16:21)?

Yes, the answer to each of the above is the same—the chief priests and scribes, along with the elders in Israel who were supposed to know the Book. It becomes a little clearer why Jesus kept asking the people so many times, “have ye not read?” Education, with a lot of “letters” af- ter one’s name, does not guarantee faithfulness to God. It didn’t back then and it doesn’t today. Many, who should know better, are the very ones who are loudly boasting their “soundness and faithfulness,” while at the same time, having fellow- ship with those who are clearly in error—both in the church and in denominations.

Certainly, the chief priests, scribes and elders could have known and should have acted differ- ently had they not been influenced by other things which came first in their lives. They were looking for a “position” in an earthly kingdom which was not to be. Old Testament scripture had been twisted to their own destruction. And, our pri- orities are clearly seen today also. Who gets the glory for the work we do means more to us that seeing that the glory goes to God, who deserves it. Our actions speak louder than our words.

Because of ignorance and envy, those “elite leaders in Israel” dragged Jesus to Pilate and af- ter mock worship to him, pleaded for His cruci- fixion and the release of a known murderer. Abun- dant evidence was available, but it was being ig- nored. They went on their way to try to rid the world of this man who was teaching a “new doctrine.” It did not work. God’s will had to be accomplished. Scripture had to be fulfilled, and it was. Even today, much of the world is still looking in vain for promises to be fulfilled, which were made two thousand years ago. The inno- cent are still being crucified and the guilty are going free for now.

If we would only read and study God’s word and rightly divide it, as we are commanded, we would understand that when Jesus died, it set us free from that Jewish law and its obligations which had to be accomplished annually. Jesus is now our High Priest forever. He went through the veil once for all time, and established his per- fect priesthood. We don’t need to look for a new priest today.

--- Continued from page 10 ---

which is called by my name, become a den of robbers in your eyes? Behold I, even I, have seen it, saith Jehovah” (Jer 7:11).

Brethren, in view of the value of your soul (Matt. 16:26), why choose to trust in men’s “lying words”? One who proves and tests what he believes by the Bible (I John 4:1) will heed the warning and “trust not in lying words.”

--- 815 SW 42nd St., Paris, TX 75460 ---
Trusting In Lying Words

Marvin L. West

One can learn from the things that were written in the Old Testament (Rom. 15:4). Some of our brethren today shun Old Testament examples as if they were a plague. I think I know why. The examples and principles from Old Testament incidents are too clear to miss God’s point. The lesson learned from Nadab and Abihu is that God will not accept acts of worship He has not authorized (Lev. 10:1-2). True worhippers will seek to please God—not man. Uzzah thought the Ark of the Covenant might fall and took hold of it with his hand (2 Sam. 6:6). The lesson learned from Uzzah is that the situation or circumstances do not negate God’s commandments. Naaman did not believe dipping in the Jordan River seven times was necessary to cure his leprosy. He thought that his cure would surely come about in a way that he approved, but he was wrong (2 Kings 5:1-14). The people of Noah’s day did not believe it was necessary to enter into the ark to be saved. Except for eight people, the entire world was drowned in the universal flood (Gen. 7:23). To side with the majority who refuse to comply with God’s will is disastrous.

Jeremiah said to his people, “Trust ye not in lying words, saying, The temple of Jehovah, the temple of Je-hovah, the temple of Jehovah, are these” (Jer. 7:14). These were God’s people in God’s house, and thus they concluded that all was well with their souls. Not so. They had trusted in “lying words” and they were lost. A true parallel today is members of the Lord’s church (God’s people) who assemble together (as commanded) on the Lord’s Day and then conclude that God is pleased with their worship. The truth is that far too many brethren today are listening to “lying words” from the classroom and the pulpit.

Let us learn from Jeremiah that sin must be repented of and attitudes must be corrected before one can please God. The prophet said to the people, “For ye thoroughly amend your ways and your doings; if ye thoroughly executed justice between a man and his neighbor; if ye oppress not the sojourner, the fatherless, and widow, and shed not innocent blood in this place, neither walk after other gods to your own hurt; then will I cause you to dwell in this place, in the land that I gave to your fathers, from of old even for evermore Behold, ye trust in lying words, that cannot profit. Will ye steal, murder, and commit adultery, and swear falsely, and burn incense unto Baal, and walk after other gods that ye have not known, and come and stand before me in this house, which is called by my name, and say, We are delivered, that ye may do all these abominations? Is this house, which called by my name, become a den of robbers in your eyes? Behold, I, even I, have seen it, saith Jehovah” (Jer. 7:5-11).

First, to please God one’s “ways” and “doings” must be “thoroughly” amended. Not many want to change or improve the way they have chosen to live. Brethren want to wallow in worldliness and be told that they have to change their ways to heaven. There is an abundant supply of those who call themselves “gospel preachers” who will strive to coddle brethren with “lying words.” Souls will be lost, but the buildings will be full. Second, to please God one must understand that some things are always right and some things are always wrong. Justice, not oppressing your fellowman, protecting (instead of murdering) innocent blood, and refraining from serving false gods is always good. Lying words, stealing, murder, adultery, and worshiping something other than the true and living God is always wrong. What a pity that so many believe “right” to be whatever society chooses it to be. The passage of time or the approval of society will never make a wrong right. Brethren, do not be deceived and trust in lying words that cannot profit (Jer. 7:8).

Third, to please God one cannot mix innovations and entertainment in with prayer and the Lord’s Supper and then sing that all is well with his soul. The examples and principles are too clear to miss God’s point. The people of Noah’s day did not believe dipping in the Jordan River seven times was necessary to cure his leprosy. He thought that his cure would surely come about in a way that he approved, but he was wrong (2 Kings 5:1-14). The prophet said to the people, “For ye thoroughly amend your ways and your doings; if ye thoroughly executed justice between a man and his neighbor; if ye oppress not the sojourner, the fatherless, and widow, and shed not innocent blood in this place, neither walk after other gods to your own hurt; then will I cause you to dwell in this place, in the land that I gave to your fathers, from of old even for evermore Behold, ye trust in lying words, that cannot profit. Will ye steal, murder, and commit adultery, and swear falsely, and burn incense unto Baal, and walk after other gods that ye have not known, and come and stand before me in this house, which is called by my name, and say, We are delivered, that ye may do all these abominations? Is this house, which called by my name, become a den of robbers in your eyes? Behold, I, even I, have seen it, saith Jehovah” (Jer. 7:5-11).

Fourth, whatever God has not authorized in worship is an abomination (Jer. 7:10). If God were speaking today to faithful gospel preachers as He did the prophets, He would surely say about many congregations, “Is this house,—Continued on P. 11

to one in error, we are partakers of “his evil deeds” (2 John 9-11).

Love of Entertainment. Entertainment is the rage in many places today. Yes, among our brethren. People who are crying to be entertained, instead of worshiping God in accordance with His will (Jno. 4:24), must feel it is alright, since they often engage with much gusto. People are looking to their own devices to make them feel good, rather than recoiling in acceptable service and adoration of the only true God. We have seen the religious people around us go lock, stock and barrel for entertainment, and to our shame some brethren are not far behind.

The Sweep/It/Under/The/Rug Philosophy. I have heard it said by brethren that if we “Don’t mention it; people are not as likely to do it.” Take for example, the sin of homosexuality which is so common today. Their philosophy is that if we don’t mention this sin, people are not as likely to engage in it. This is an example of people “feeling” that their thinking (feeling) is better than abiding by what God’s word teaches. There are many areas where people have this tragic feeling. Another manifestation of this philosophy is that despite the fact Scripture demands that we deal with problems in specific ways, many nonetheless prefer the “rug” hoping it will somehow just go away.

Feelings Due to Another’s Influence. It is quite often the case that a person will feel a certain way, not because of what he learns from the Bible, but because another person feels that way. In such a case, the individual may refuse to say why he feels a certain way. In a way, this is not being completely honest. But when asked why a person feels a certain way, he may come back with that trite saying, “I just feel like it.” This type of feelings can bring about many problems, because people put their trust in the way someone else feels, rather than what the Truth teaches.

Problems Based On Feelings. Some matters are more significant than others. But some major things are done on the basis of feeling. More than once I have asked why a person feels a certain way another person feels that way. Brethren, do not be deceived and trust in lying words that cannot profit (Jer. 7:8).

Problems Based On Feelings. Some matters are more significant than others. But some major things are done on the basis of feeling. More than once I have asked why a person feels a certain way another person feels that way. Brethren, do not be deceived and trust in lying words that cannot profit (Jer. 7:8).

Problems Based On Feelings. Some matters are more significant than others. But some major things are done on the basis of feeling. More than once I have asked why a person feels a certain way another person feels that way. Brethren, do not be deceived and trust in lying words that cannot profit (Jer. 7:8).
THE “BORING WORSHIP” OF THE CHURCH

Rogier Campbell via The Reminder

Let’s face it, some members of the church think that the worship in which we engage on the first day of the week is boring. While there are both younger and older members alike that roll their eyes at the thought of the same acts of worship (“the same old stuff”) being repeated week in and week out, it appears that young Christians and their Baby Boomer parents especially struggle with the idea of participating in the identical worship acts time after time.

So much of life in the 21st century is geared to speed, instant satisfaction, fun, and activities that keep us on the go. Fast food restaurants encourage you to buy a specific drink or meal in order to see if you can be “an instant winner.” Candy bars are now sold in the “fun size.” Getting on the internet allows you to quickly watch a music video, send or receive a message by e-mail, check the latest sports news, look up the price of a new pair of shoes, and see what movies are playing your area, and, you can do all this in just a few minutes, with marvelous colors flashing on the screen, accompanied by background music that can keep you rockin’.

Who cannot see that what goes on within a worship assembly is far different from the above scenario? Because spiritual worship does not offer the type of thrills, excitement, eye-catching or ear-catching entertainment that goes on in the world, some disciples of Jesus consider worship as excruciating and attention-retaining as watching paint dry. To them, worship is b-o-r-i-n-g.

Who prescribed the worship of the New Testament church? Does He not know what is best for us? “If I am bored by spiritual worship of the Almighty, it is not God’s fault. It is also not the fault of the worship leaders, the elders, or preacher. My boredom is not because the worship is lacking something. Hmm. What could it be? If I count spiritual worship as boring, then what needs to be changed is not the acts of worship or the order in which we engage in them, but rather, my attitude.”

We have printed this from The Informed, the mail-out of the Powell Grove church of Christ. Their preacher is Lloyd Gale. We have run the above humorous note, not because we intend for Banner of Truth to be a “funny paper,” but rather because there is a lesson in it for us. The Civil Powers in our country have much to do with the body of Christ. In an increasing number of cases our Civil Powers are acting ways to hinder the cause of Christ. They condone and uphold things which are contrary to the principles of Christianity.

Romans 13 clearly teaches that we are to be in submission to the Civil Powers, but the extent of this is debated.

We must not think it is right to do something because “the law allows it,” when the same is condemned by God’s word.

Are You Moving? With each issue of Banner of Truth we mail about 3,700 to individuals or congregations. Some times we have as many as 30 returned because people have not sent us a change of address. Each piece returned costs us 39 cents. Some times the post office does not return a piece until another one has been mailed. Our readers could help us in this.

Three Things to Think About

1. Cows
2. The Constitution
3. The Ten Commandments

Cows: Is it just me, or does anyone else find it amazing that our government can track a cow born in Canada almost three years ago right to the stall where she sleeps in the state of Washington? And, they tracked her calves to their stalls. But, they are unable to locate 11 million illegals wandering around our country. Maybe, we should give them all a cow.

The Constitution: They keep talking about establishing a Constitution for Iraq. Why don’t we give them ours? It was written by a lot of really smart guys. It’s worked for over 200 years and we’re not using it much anymore.

The Ten Commandments: The real reason we can’t have the Ten Commandments in a courthouse…You cannot post “Thou Shalt not Lie” in a building full of lawyers, judges, and politicians…it creates a hostile work environment.

We have printed this from The Informed, the mail-out of the Powell Grove church of Christ. Their preacher is Lloyd Gale.

We have run the above humorous note, not because we intend for Banner of Truth to be a “funny paper,” but rather because there is a lesson in it for us. The Civil Powers in our country have much to do with the body of Christ. In an increasing number of cases our Civil Powers are acting ways to hinder the cause of Christ. They condone and uphold things which are contrary to the principles of Christianity.

Romans 13 clearly teaches that we are to be in submission to the Civil Powers, but the extent of this is debated.

We must not think it is right to do something because “the law allows it,” when the same is condemned by God’s word.